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Hallucinations Oliver Sacks
Amazon's Best Biographies and Memoirs
of the Year List A moving celebration
of what Bill Hayes calls "the
evanescent, the eavesdropped, the
unexpected" of life in New York City,
and an intimate glimpse of his
relationship with the late Oliver
Sacks. "A beautifully written once-in-alifetime book, about love, about life,
soul, and the wonderful loving genius
Oliver Sacks, and New York, and
laughter and all of creation."--Anne
Lamott Bill Hayes came to New York City
in 2009 with a one-way ticket and only
the vaguest idea of how he would get
by. But, at forty-eight years old,
having spent decades in San Francisco,
he craved change. Grieving over the
death of his partner, he quickly
discovered the profound consolations of
the city's incessant rhythms, the sight
of the Empire State Building against
the night sky, and New Yorkers
themselves, kindred souls that Hayes, a
lifelong insomniac, encountered on latenight strolls with his camera. And he
unexpectedly fell in love again, with
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his friend and neighbor, the writer and
neurologist Oliver Sacks, whose
exuberance--"I don't so much fear death
as I do wasting life," he tells Hayes
early on--is captured in funny and
touching vignettes throughout. What
emerges is a portrait of Sacks at his
most personal and endearing, from
falling in love for the first time at
age seventy-five to facing illness and
death (Sacks died of cancer in August
2015). Insomniac City is both a
meditation on grief and a celebration
of life. Filled with Hayes's
distinctive street photos of everyday
New Yorkers, the book is a love song to
the city and to all who have felt the
particular magic and solace it offers.
If the conscious mind—the part you
consider to be you—is just the tip of
the iceberg, what is the rest doing? In
this sparkling and provocative new
book, the renowned neuroscientist David
Eagleman navigates the depths of the
subconscious brain to illuminate
surprising mysteries: Why can your foot
move halfway to the brake pedal before
you become consciously aware of danger
ahead? Why do you hear your name being
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mentioned in a conversation that you
didn’t think you were listening to?
What do Ulysses and the credit crunch
have in common? Why did Thomas Edison
electrocute an elephant in 1916? Why
are people whose names begin with J
more likely to marry other people whose
names begin with J? Why is it so
difficult to keep a secret? And how is
it possible to get angry at
yourself—who, exactly, is mad at whom?
Taking in brain damage, plane spotting,
dating, drugs, beauty, infidelity,
synesthesia, criminal law, artificial
intelligence, and visual illusions,
Incognito is a thrilling subsurface
exploration of the mind and all its
contradictions.
Over the course of his career Werner
Herzog has directed almost sixty films,
roughly half of which are
documentaries. And yet, in a statement
delivered during a public appearance in
1999, the filmmaker declared: "There
are deeper strata of truth in cinema,
and there is such a thing as poetic,
ecstatic truth. It is mysterious and
elusive, and can be reached only
through fabrication and imagination and
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stylization." This book asks how this
conviction, hostile to the traditional
tenets of documentary, can inform the
work of one of the world's most
provocative documentarians. In close,
contextualized analysis of more than
twenty-five films spanning Herzog's
career, the author makes a case for
exploring documentary films in terms of
performance and explains what it means
to do so.--From publisher description.
The untold story of Dr. Oliver Sacks,
his own most singular patient "[An]
engrossing biographical memoir. This is
Sacks at full blast: on endless ward
rounds, observing his post-encephalitic
patients . . . exulting over horseshoe
crabs and chunks of Iceland spar."
—Barbara Kiser, Nature The author
Lawrence Weschler began spending time
with Oliver Sacks in the early 1980s,
when he set out to profile the
neurologist for his own new employer,
The New Yorker. Almost a decade
earlier, Dr. Sacks had published his
masterpiece Awakenings—the account of
his long-dormant patients’ miraculous
but troubling return to life in a Bronx
hospital ward. But the book had hardly
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been an immediate success, and the
rumpled clinician was still largely
unknown. Over the ensuing four years,
the two men worked closely together
until, for wracking personal reasons,
Sacks asked Weschler to abandon the
profile, a request to which Weschler
acceded. The two remained close
friends, however, across the next
thirty years and then, just as Sacks
was dying, he urged Weschler to take up
the project once again. This book is
the result of that entreaty. Weschler
sets Sacks’s brilliant table talk and
extravagant personality in vivid
relief, casting himself as a beanpole
Sancho to Sacks’s capacious Quixote. We
see Sacks rowing and ranting and caring
deeply; composing the essays that would
form The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a
Hat; recalling his turbulent drugfueled younger days; helping his
patients and exhausting his friends;
and waging intellectual war against a
medical and scientific establishment
that failed to address his greatest
concern: the spontaneous specificity of
the individual human soul. And all the
while he is pouring out a stream of
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glorious, ribald, hilarious, and often
profound conversation that establishes
him as one of the great talkers of the
age. Here is the definitive portrait of
Sacks as our preeminent romantic
scientist, a self-described “clinical
ontologist” whose entire practice
revolved around the single fundamental
question he effectively asked each of
his patients: How are you? Which is to
say, How do you be? A question which
Weschler, with this book, turns back on
the good doctor himself.
Seven Paradoxical Tales
On the Sacred Disease
Shame and Modern Writing
Insomniac City
A Leg to Stand On
Oaxaca Journal
“Wolf restores our awe of the human brain—its adaptability,
its creativity, and its ability to connect with other minds
through a procession of silly squiggles.” — San Francisco
Chronicle How do people learn to read and write—and how has
the development of these skills transformed the brain and the
world itself ? Neuropsychologist and child development expert
Maryann Wolf answers these questions in this ambitious and
provocative book that chronicles the remarkable journey of
written language not only throughout our evolution but also
over the course of a single child’s life, showing why a growing
percentage have difficulty mastering these abilities. With
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fascinating down-to-earth examples and lively personal
anecdotes, Wolf asserts that the brain that examined the tiny
clay tablets of the Sumerians is a very different brain from the
one that is immersed in today’s technology-driven literacy, in
which visual images on the screen are paving the way for a
reduced need for written language—with potentially profound
consequences for our future.
Shame and Modern Writing seeks to uncover the presence of
shame in and across a vast array of modern writing modalities.
This interdisciplinary volume includes essays from
distinguished and emergent scholars in the Humanities and
Social Sciences, and shorter practice-based reflections from
poets and clinical writers. It serves as a timely reflection of
shame as presented in modern writing, giving added attention
to engagements on race, gender, and the question of new media
representation.
The many manifestations of migraine can vary dramatically
from one patient to another, even within the same patient at
different times. Among the most compelling and perplexing of
these symptoms are the strange visual hallucinations and
distortions of space, time, and body image which migraineurs
sometimes experience. Portrayals of these uncanny states have
found their way into many works of art, from the heavenly
visions of Hildegard von Bingen to Alice in Wonderland. Dr.
Oliver Sacks argues that migraine cannot be understood simply
as an illness, but must be viewed as a complex condition with a
unique role to play in each individual's life.
A neurologist describes his struggle to recover from a mountain
climbing accident and examines the effects of a neural injury
on the sense of self
The Lost Art of Reading
Musicophilia
Why Books Matter in a Distracted Time
On Megrim, Sick-headache, and Some Allied Disorders
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The River of Consciousness
And Other Clinical Tales

From the best-selling author of Gratitude and On the
Move, a final volume of essays that showcase Sacks's
broad range of interests--from his passion for ferns,
swimming, and horsetails, to his final case histories
exploring schizophrenia, dementia, and Alzheimer's.
Oliver Sacks, scientist and storyteller, is beloved by
readers for his neurological case histories and his
fascination and familiarity with human behavior at its
most unexpected and unfamiliar. Everything in Its Place is
a celebration of Sacks's myriad interests, told with his
characteristic compassion and erudition, and in his
luminous prose.
Each year, some two million people in the United
Kingdom experience visual hallucinations. Infrequent,
fleeting visual hallucinations, often around sleep, are a
usual feature of life. In contrast, consistent, frequent,
persistent hallucinations during waking are strongly
associated with clinical disorders; in particular delirium,
eye disease, psychosis, and dementia. Research interest in
these disorders has driven a rapid expansion in
investigatory techniques, new evidence, and explanatory
models. In parallel, a move to generative models of
normal visual function has resolved the theoretical tension
between veridical and hallucinatory perceptions. From
initial fragmented areas of investigation, the field has
become increasingly coherent over the last decade.
Controversies and gaps remain, but for the first time the
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shapes of possible unifying models are becoming clear,
along with the techniques for testing these. This book
provides a comprehensive survey of the neuroscience of
visual hallucinations and the clinical techniques for testing
these. It brings together the very latest evidence from
cognitive neuropsychology, neuroimaging,
neuropathology, and neuropharmacology, placing this
within current models of visual perception. Leading
researchers from a range of clinical and basic science
areas describe visual hallucinations in their historical and
scientific context, combining introductory information
with up-to-date discoveries. They discuss results from the
main investigatory techniques applied in a range of
clinical disorders. The final section outlines future
research directions investigating the potential for new
understandings of veridical and hallucinatory perceptions,
and for treatments of problematic hallucinations. Fully
comprehensive, this is an essential reference for clinicians
in the fields of the psychology and psychiatry of
hallucinations, as well as for researchers in departments,
research institutes and libraries. It has strong foundations
in neuroscience, cognitive science, optometry, psychiatry,
psychology, clinical medicine, and philosophy. With its
lucid explanation and many illustrations, it is a clear
resource for educators and advanced undergraduate and
graduate students.
Have you ever seen something that wasn't really there?
Heard someone call your name in an empty house?
Sensed someone following you and turned around to find
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nothing? Hallucinations don't belong wholly to the insane.
Much more commonly, they are linked to sensory
deprivation, intoxication, illness, or injury. In some
conditions, hallucinations can lead to religious epiphanies
or even the feeling of leaving one's own body. Humans
have always sought such life-changing visions, and for
thousands of years have used hallucinogenic compounds
to achieve them. In Hallucinations, with his usual
elegance, curiosity, and compassion, Dr Oliver Sacks
weaves together stories of his patients and of his own
mind-altering experiences to illuminate what
hallucinations tell us about the organization and structure
of our brains, how they have influenced every culture's
folklore and art, and why the potential for hallucination is
present in us all, a vital part of the human condition.
This collection showcases over 40 timeless stories that
make you feel deeply and stick with you, along with
cartoons, jokes, and readers' warm and funny true
anecdotes. From everyday heroes to larger-than-life
characters, small moments to historic events, the
unforgettable stories in Reader's Digest come alive as
never before in this keepsake book. Our editors have
combed the archives for the narratives that thrill your
senses, warm your heart, lift your spirits and leave you
amazed or simply grateful for your connection with fellow
humans, including: *Pilot Down: The Rescue of Scott
O'Grandy--An Air Force captain policing a NATO "No
Fly Zone" is struck by a missile and must use his ejection
seat and parachute down into enemy territory. *The Pig
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That Changed My Life--The author agrees to take in what
he's told is a mini pig. At first he hides the pig in his
office, but his partner finds out and is upset. Nevertheless,
they keep the pig and call it Esther. Esther grows up to be
650 pounds, sleeps with them along with 2 cats and 2
dogs, and wins the whole family over with her antics. The
humans become vegan. *To My Daughter on Acquiring
Her First Car--This is a lovely letter written by a father to
his daughter as he gets her a car. It is a fond but serious
plea that she not take lightly the responsibility of working
this machine, that her and many others’ lives depend on
her good judgement and care.
Hallucinations
Everything in Its Place
Documentary According to Werner Herzog
The Mind's Eye
Inconvenient People
The Story and Science of the Reading Brain
What goes on in human beings when they
make or listen to music? What is it about
music, what gives it such peculiar power
over us, power delectable and beneficent
for the most part, but also capable of
uncontrollable and sometimes
destructive force? Music has no
concepts, it lacks images; it has no power
of representation, it has no relation to
the world. And yet it is evident in all of
us–we tap our feet, we keep time, hum,
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sing, conduct music, mirror the melodic
contours and feelings of what we hear in
our movements and expressions. In this
book, Oliver Sacks explores the power
music wields over us–a power that
sometimes we control and at other times
don’t. He explores, in his inimitable
fashion, how it can provide access to
otherwise unreachable emotional states,
how it can revivify neurological avenues
that have been frozen, evoke memories of
earlier, lost events or states or bring
those with neurological disorders back to
a time when the world was much richer.
This is a book that explores, like no
other, the myriad dimensions of our
experience of and with music.
Examines the complex world of sleep and
discusses whether or not women sleep
differently than men and if killing
someone while sleepwalking would count
as murder.
From the best-selling author of
Gratitude, On the Move, and
Musicophilia, a collection of essays that
displays Oliver Sacks's passionate
engagement with the most compelling
and seminal ideas of human endeavor:
evolution, creativity, memory, time,
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consciousness, and experience. Oliver
Sacks, a scientist and a storyteller, is
beloved by readers for the extraordinary
neurological case histories (Awakenings,
An Anthropologist on Mars) in which he
introduced and explored many now
familiar disorders--autism, Tourette's
syndrome, face blindness, savant
syndrome. He was also a memoirist who
wrote with honesty and humor about the
remarkable and strange encounters and
experiences that shaped him (Uncle
Tungsten, On the Move, Gratitude).
Sacks, an Oxford-educated polymath, had
a deep familiarity not only with literature
and medicine but with botany, animal
anatomy, chemistry, the history of
science, philosophy, and psychology. The
River of Consciousness is one of two
books Sacks was working on up to his
death, and it reveals his ability to make
unexpected connections, his sheer joy in
knowledge, and his unceasing, timeless
project to understand what makes us
human.
Reading is a revolutionary act, an act of
engagement in a culture that wants us to
disengage. In The Lost Art of Reading,
David L. Ulin asks a number of timely
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questions - why is literature important?
What does it offer, especially now?
Blending commentary with memoir, Ulin
addresses the importance of the simple
act of reading in an increasingly digital
culture. Reading a book, flipping through
hard pages, or shuffling them on screen it doesn't matter. The key is the act of
reading, and it's seriousness and depth.
Ulin emphasizes the importance of
reflection and pause allowed by stopping
to read a book, and the accompanying
focus required to let the mind run free in
a world that is not one's own. Are we
willing to risk our collective interest in
contemplation, nuanced thinking, and
empathy? Far from preaching to the
choir, The Lost Art of Reading is a call to
arms, or rather, to pages.
A Contribution to the Pathology of Nervestorms
Proust and the Squid
Gratitude
And How Are You, Dr. Sacks?
Migraine
Ferocious Reality
Three female academics devote themselves to the
study and design of daring games based on the
history of Columbia University's neighborhood, but
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the games go too far when the mysterious brother of
one of the girls gets involved.
Long before Oliver Sacks became a distinguished
neurologist and bestselling writer, he was a small
English boy fascinated by metals–also by chemical
reactions (the louder and smellier the better),
photography, squids and cuttlefish, H.G. Wells, and
the periodic table. In this endlessly charming and
eloquent memoir, the author of The Man Who
Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Awakenings
chronicles his love affair with science and the
magnificently odd and sometimes harrowing
childhood in which that love affair unfolded. In Uncle
Tungsten we meet Sacks’ extraordinary family, from
his surgeon mother (who introduces the fourteen-yearold Oliver to the art of human dissection) and his
father, a family doctor who imbues in his son an early
enthusiasm for housecalls, to his “Uncle Tungsten,”
whose factory produces tungsten-filament lightbulbs.
We follow the young Oliver as he is exiled at the age
of six to a grim, sadistic boarding school to escape
the London Blitz, and later watch as he sets about
passionately reliving the exploits of his chemical
heroes–in his own home laboratory. Uncle Tungsten
is a crystalline view of a brilliant young mind springing
to life, a story of growing up which is by turns elegiac,
comic, and wistful, full of the electrifying joy of
discovery.
Neuroscientist V.S. Ramachandran is internationally
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renowned for uncovering answers to the deep and
quirky questions of human nature that few scientists
have dared to address. His bold insights about the
brain are matched only by the stunning simplicity of
his experiments -- using such low-tech tools as
cotton swabs, glasses of water and dime-store
mirrors. In Phantoms in the Brain, Dr. Ramachandran
recounts how his work with patients who have bizarre
neurological disorders has shed new light on the
deep architecture of the brain, and what these
findings tell us about who we are, how we construct
our body image, why we laugh or become
depressed, why we may believe in God, how we
make decisions, deceive ourselves and dream,
perhaps even why we're so clever at philosophy,
music and art. Some of his most notable cases: A
woman paralyzed on the left side of her body who
believes she is lifting a tray of drinks with both hands
offers a unique opportunity to test Freud's theory of
denial. A man who insists he is talking with God
challenges us to ask: Could we be "wired" for
religious experience? A woman who hallucinates
cartoon characters illustrates how, in a sense, we are
all hallucinating, all the time. Dr. Ramachandran's
inspired medical detective work pushes the
boundaries of medicine's last great frontier -- the
human mind -- yielding new and provocative insights
into the "big questions" about consciousness and the
self.
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“Illuminate[s] the complexities of the human brain and
the mysteries of the human mind.” —The New York
Times To many people, hallucinations imply
madness, but in fact they are a common part of the
human experience. These sensory distortions range
from the shimmering zigzags of a visual migraine to
powerful visions brought on by fever, injuries, drugs,
sensory deprivation, exhaustion, or even grief.
Hallucinations doubtless lie behind many
mythological traditions, literary inventions, and
religious epiphanies. Drawing on his own
experiences, a wealth of clinical cases from among
his patients, and famous historical examples ranging
from Dostoevsky to Lewis Carroll, the legendary
neurologist Oliver Sacks investigates the mystery of
these sensory deceptions: what they say about the
working of our brains, how they have influenced our
folklore and culture, and why the potential for
hallucination is present in us all.
Rethinking the History, Science, and Meaning of
Auditory Hallucination
A Skeptic's Adventures in Narnia
First Loves and Last Tales
Awakenings
Phantoms in the Brain
Incognito
"I have been an inveterate keeper of
journals since I was 14 especially at
times of adventure and crisis and travel.
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Here, for the first time, such a journal
made its way to publication, not that
much changed from the raw,
handwritten journal that I kept during
my fascinated 9 days in Oaxaca." Dr.
Oliver Sacks Oliver Sacks is best known
as an explorer of the human mind, a
neurologist with a gift for the complex,
insightful portrayals of people and their
conditions that fuel the phenomenal
success of his books. But he is also a
card-carrying member of the American
Fern Society, and since childhood has
been fascinated by these primitive
plants and their ability to survive and
adapt. Now the bestselling author of
Awakenings and The Man Who Mistook
His Wife for a Hat brings his ceaseless
curiosity and eye for the wondrous to the
province of Oaxaca, Mexico. Oaxaca
Journal is Sacks's spellbinding account of
his trip with a group of fellow fern
enthusiasts to the beautiful, historysteeped province of Oaxaca. Bringing
together Sacks's passion for natural
history and the richness of human
culture with his penetrating curiosity
and trammeling eye for detail, Oaxaca
Journal is a captivating evocation of a
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places, its plants, its people and its
myriad wonders.
When Oliver Sacks was twelve years old,
a perceptive schoolmaster wrote in his
report: “Sacks will go far, if he does not
go too far.” It is now abundantly clear
that Sacks has never stopped going.
From its opening pages on his youthful
obsession with motorcycles and speed,
On the Move is infused with his restless
energy. As he recounts his experiences
as a young neurologist in the early
1960s, first in California, where he
struggled with drug addiction, and then
in New York, where he discovered a longforgotten illness in the back wards of a
chronic hospital, we see how his
engagement with patients comes to
define his life. With unbridled honesty
and humor, Sacks shows us that the
same energy that drives his physical
passions—weight lifting and
swimming—also drives his cerebral
passions. He writes about his love
affairs, both romantic and intellectual;
his guilt over leaving his family to come
to America; his bond with his
schizophrenic brother; and the writers
and scientists—Thom Gunn, A. R. Luria,
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W. H. Auden, Gerald M. Edelman, Francis
Crick—who influenced him. On the Move
is the story of a brilliantly
unconventional physician and
writer—and of the man who has
illuminated the many ways that the brain
makes us human.
An in-depth investigation into Donald
Trump’s business—and how he used
America’s top job to service it. White
House, Inc. is a newsmaking exposé that
details President Trump’s efforts to
make money off of politics, taking us
inside his exclusive clubs, luxury hotels,
overseas partnerships, commercial
properties, and personal mansions.
Alexander tracks hundreds of millions of
dollars flowing freely between big
businesses and President Trump. He
explains, in plain language, how Trump
tried to translate power into profit, from
the 2016 campaign to the ramp-up to the
2020 campaign. Just because you turn
the presidency into a business doesn’t
necessarily mean you turn it into a good
business. After Trump won the White
House, profits plunged at certain
properties, like the Doral golf resort in
Miami. But the presidency also opened
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up new opportunities. Trump’s
commercial and residential property
portfolio morphed into a one-of-a-kind
marketplace, through which anyone,
anywhere, could pay the president of the
United States. Hundreds of
customers—including foreign
governments, big businesses, and
individual investors—obliged. The
president's disregard for norms sparked
a trickle-down ethics crisis with no
precedent in modern American history.
Trump appointed an inner circle of
centimillionaires and
billionaires—including Ivanka Trump,
Jared Kushner, Wilbur Ross, and Carl
Icahn—who came with their own conflictridden portfolios. Following the
president’s lead, they trampled barriers
meant to separate their financial
holdings from their government roles.
White House, Inc. is a page-turning, hairraising investigation into Trump and his
team, who corrupted the U.S. presidency
and managed to avoid accountability.
Until now.
Hallucinations, for most people, imply
madness. But there are many different
types of non-psychotic hallucination
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caused by various illnesses or injuries,
by intoxication--even, for many people,
by falling sleep. From the elementary
geometrical shapes that we see when we
rub our eyes to the complex swirls and
blind spots and zigzags of a visual
migraine, hallucination takes many
forms. At a higher level, hallucinations
associated with the altered states of
consciousness that may come with
sensory deprivation or certain brain
disorders can lead to religious
epiphanies or conversions. Drawing on a
wealth of clinical examples from his own
patients as well as historical and literary
descriptions, Oliver Sacks investigates
the fundamental differences and
similarities of these many sorts of
hallucinations, what they say about the
organization and structure of our brains,
how they have influenced every culture's
folklore and art, and why the potential
for hallucination is present in us all.
A Life
Memories of a Chemical Boyhood
The Neuroscience of Visual
Hallucinations
The Secret Lives of the Brain
Probing the Mysteries of the Human
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Mind
How Donald Trump Turned the
Presidency into a Business
National Book Award Finalist: “This man’s ideas may be the
most influential, not to say controversial, of the second half
of the twentieth century.”—Columbus Dispatch At the heart
of this classic, seminal book is Julian Jaynes's stillcontroversial thesis that human consciousness did not begin
far back in animal evolution but instead is a learned process
that came about only three thousand years ago and is still
developing. The implications of this revolutionary scientific
paradigm extend into virtually every aspect of our
psychology, our history and culture, our religion—and
indeed our future. “Don’t be put off by the academic title of
Julian Jaynes’s The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Its prose is always lucid
and often lyrical…he unfolds his case with the utmost
intellectual rigor.”—The New York Times “When Julian
Jaynes . . . speculates that until late in the twentieth
millennium BC men had no consciousness but were
automatically obeying the voices of the gods, we are
astounded but compelled to follow this remarkable
thesis.”—John Updike, The New Yorker “He is as startling
as Freud was in The Interpretation of Dreams, and Jaynes
is equally as adept at forcing a new view of known human
behavior.”—American Journal of Psychiatry
“My predominant feeling is one of gratitude. I have loved
and been loved. I have been given much and I have given
something in return. Above all, I have been a sentient being,
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a thinking animal, on this beautiful planet, and that in itself
has been an enormous privilege and adventure.” —Oliver
Sacks No writer has succeeded in capturing the medical and
human drama of illness as honestly and as eloquently as
Oliver Sacks. During the last few months of his life, he
wrote a set of essays in which he movingly explored his
feelings about completing a life and coming to terms with his
own death. “It is the fate of every human being,” Sacks
writes, “to be a unique individual, to find his own path, to
live his own life, to die his own death.” Together, these four
essays form an ode to the uniqueness of each human being
and to gratitude for the gift of life. “Oliver Sacks was like
no other clinician, or writer. He was drawn to the homes of
the sick, the institutions of the most frail and disabled, the
company of the unusual and the ‘abnormal.’ He wanted to
see humanity in its many variants and to do so in his own,
almost anachronistic way—face to face, over time, away
from our burgeoning apparatus of computers and
algorithms. And, through his writing, he showed us what he
saw.” —Atul Gawande, author of Being Mortal
In his most extraordinary book, the bestselling author of
Awakenings and "poet laureate of medicine” (The New York
Times) recounts the case histories of patients inhabiting the
compelling world of neurological disorders, from those who
are no longer able to recognize common objects to those who
gain extraordinary new skills. Featuring a new preface,
Oliver Sacks’s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat
tells the stories of individuals afflicted with perceptual and
intellectual disorders: patients who have lost their memories
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and with them the greater part of their pasts; who are no
longer able to recognize people and common objects; whose
limbs seem alien to them; who lack some skills yet are gifted
with uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. In Dr. Sacks’s
splendid and sympathetic telling, his patients are deeply
human and his tales are studies of struggles against
incredible adversity. A great healer, Sacks never loses sight
of medicine’s ultimate responsibility: “the suffering,
afflicted, fighting human subject.”
'Sacks is rightly renowned for his empathy . . . anyone with
a taste for the exotic will find this beautifully written book
highly engaging' – Sunday Times Always fascinated by
islands, Oliver Sacks is drawn to the Pacific by reports of
the tiny atoll of Pingelap, with its isolated community of
islanders born totally colour-blind; and to Guam, where he
investigates a puzzling paralysis endemic there for a century.
Along the way, he re-encounters the beautiful, primitive
island cycad trees – and these become the starting point for
a meditation on time and evolution, disease and adaptation,
and islands both real and metaphorical in The Island of the
Colour-Blind.
Muses, Madmen, and Prophets
Tales of Music and the Brain
The Island of the Colour-blind
A Collection of Poems
New York, Oliver Sacks, and Me
Seeing Voices
Awakenings--which inspired the major motion picture--is the
remarkable story of a group of patients who contracted sleepingPage 25/31
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sickness during the great epidemic just after World War I. Frozen
for decades in a trance-like state, these men and women were given
up as hopeless until 1969, when Dr. Oliver Sacks gave them the thennew drug L-DOPA, which had an astonishing, explosive,
"awakening" effect. Dr. Sacks recounts the moving case histories of
his patients, their lives, and the extraordinary transformations which
went with their reintroduction to a changed world.
The phenomenon of false allegations of mental illness is as old as
our first interactions as human beings. Every one of us has described
some other person as crazy or insane, and most all of us have had
periods, moments at least, of madness. But it took the confluence of
the law and medical science, mad–doctors, alienists, priests and
barristers, to raise the matter to a level of "science," capable of being
used by conniving relatives, "designing families" and scheming
neighbors to destroy people who found themselves in the way,
people whose removal could provide their survivors with money or
property or other less frivolous benefits. Girl Interrupted in only a
recent example. And reversing this sort of diagnosis and
incarceration became increasingly more difficult, as even the most
temperate attempt to leave these "homes" or "hospitals" was deemed
"crazy." Kept in a madhouse, one became a little mad, as Jack
Nicholson and Ken Kesey explain in One Flew Over the Cuckoos
Nest. In this sadly terrifying, emotionally moving, and occasionally
hilarious book, twelve cases of contested lunacy are offered as
examples of the shifting arguments regarding what constituted sanity
and insanity. They offer unique insight into the fears of sexuality,
inherited madness, greed and fraud, until public feeling shifted and
turned against the rising alienists who would challenge liberty and
freedom of people who were perhaps simply "difficult," but were
turned into victims of this unscrupulous trade. This fascinating book
is filled with stories almost impossible to believe but wildly
engaging, a book one will not soon forget.
Like The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, this is a fascinating
voyage into a strange and wonderful land, a provocative meditation
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on communication, biology, adaptation, and culture. In Seeing
Voices, Oliver Sacks turns his attention to the subject of deafness,
and the result is a deeply felt portrait of a minority struggling for
recognition and respect--a minority with its own rich, sometimes
astonishing, culture and unique visual language, an extraordinary
mode of communication that tells us much about the basis of
language in hearing people as well. Seeing Voices is, as Studs Terkel
has written, "an exquisite, as well as revelatory, work."
In The Mind’s Eye, Oliver Sacks tells the stories of people who are
able to navigate the world and communicate with others despite
losing what many of us consider indispensable senses and abilities:
the power of speech, the capacity to recognize faces, the sense of
three-dimensional space, the ability to read, the sense of sight. For
all of these people, the challenge is to adapt to a radically new way
of being in the world. There is Lilian, a concert pianist who becomes
unable to read music and is eventually unable even to recognize
everyday objects, and Sue, a neurobiologist who has never seen in
three dimensions, until she suddenly acquires stereoscopic vision in
her fifties. There is Pat, who reinvents herself as a loving
grandmother and active member of her community, despite the fact
that she has aphasia and cannot utter a sentence, and Howard, a
prolific novelist who must find a way to continue his life as a writer
even after a stroke destroys his ability to read. And there is Dr.
Sacks himself, who tells the story of his own eye cancer and the
bizarre and disconcerting effects of losing vision to one side. Sacks
explores some very strange paradoxes—people who can see
perfectly well but cannot recognize their own children, and blind
people who become hyper-visual or who navigate by “tongue
vision.” He also considers more fundamental questions: How do we
see? How do we think? How important is internal imagery—or
vision, for that matter? Why is it that, although writing is only five
thousand years old, humans have a universal, seemingly innate,
potential for reading? The Mind’s Eye is a testament to the
complexity of vision and the brain and to the power of creativity and
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adaptation. And it provides a whole new perspective on the power of
language and communication, as we try to imagine what it is to see
with another person’s eyes, or another person’s mind.
The Magic Circle
White House, Inc.
On the Move
Ants on the Melon
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat
Uncle Tungsten

Already singled out by The New York Times and the
subject of a feature in The New Yorker, Virginia Adair
has, after decades of shunning book publication,
decided to collect eighty of her best poems in a
volume that will surely be hailed as among the most
accomplished works of our time. Ants on the Melon
includes poems that concern the author's childhood,
that explore sensuality in candid terms, that starkly
treat her husband's suicide and her own blindness,
and that explore both her own emotional landscape
and the universal mysteries of the human condition.
Technically brilliant, using strict, classical prosody,
yet entirely modern in sensibility, Virginia Adair's
poetry will play a central role in the ongoing
American poetry renaissance.
A history of this phenomenon traces the medical
community's understanding and treatment of it
throughout the ages and draws on literary,
psychological, and anthropological perspectives to
discuss how patients have managed the disorder
and found inspirati
Vintage Readers are a perfect introduction to some
of the great modern writers presented in attractive,
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accessible paperback editions. “It is Dr. Sacks’s gift
that he has found a way to enlarge our experience
and understanding of what the human is.” —The
Wall Street Journal Dubbed “the poet laureate of
medicine” by The New York Times, Oliver Sacks is a
practicing neurologist and a mesmerizing storyteller.
His empathetic accounts of his patients’s lives—and
wrily observed narratives of his own—convey both
the extreme borderlands of human experience and
the miracles of ordinary seeing, speaking, hearing,
thinking, and feeling. Vintage Sacks includes the
introduction and case study “Rose R.” from
Awakenings (the book that inspired the Oscarnominated movie), as well as “A Deaf World” from
Seeing Voices; “The Visions of Hildegard” from
Migraine; excerpts from “Island Hopping” and
“Pingelap” from The Island of the Colorblind; “A
Surgeon’s Life” from An Anthropologist on Mars;
and two chapters from Sacks’s acclaimed memoir
Uncle Tungsten.
To these seven narratives of neurological disorder
Dr. Sacks brings the same humanity, poetic
observation, and infectious sense of wonder that are
apparent in his bestsellers Awakenings and The Man
Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat. These men, women,
and one extraordinary child emerge as brilliantly
adaptive personalities, whose conditions have not
so much debilitated them as ushered them into
another reality.
Best of Reader's Digest Vol 2
The Magician's Book
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Vintage Sacks
The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of
the Bicameral Mind
Lunacy, Liberty, and the Mad-Doctors in England
Dreamland: Adventures in the Strange Science of
Sleep
Enchanted by Narnia's fantastic world as a child,
prominent critic Laura Miller returns to the series
as an adult to uncover the source of these small
books' mysterious power by looking at their
creator, Clive Staples Lewis. What she discovers
is not the familiar, idealized image of the author,
but a more interesting and ambiguous truth:
Lewis's tragic and troubled childhood, his
unconventional love life, and his intense but
ultimately doomed friendship with J.R.R. Tolkien.
Finally reclaiming Narnia "for the rest of us,"
Miller casts the Chronicles as a profoundly
literary creation, and the portal to a lifelong
adventure in books, art, and the imagination.
Have you ever seen something that wasn't really
there? Heard someone call your name in an
empty house? Sensed someone following you
and turned around to find nothing?
Hallucinations don't belong wholly to the insane.
Much more commonly, they are linked to sensory
deprivation, intoxication, illness, or injury. In
some conditions, hallucinations can lead to
religious epiphanies or even the feeling of
leaving one's own body. Humans have always
sought such life-changing visions, and for
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thousands of years have used hallucinogenic
compounds to achieve them. In this book, with
his usual elegance, curiosity and compassion, Dr
Sacks weaves together stories of his patients
and of his own mind-altering experiences to
illuminate what hallucinations tell us about the
organization and structure of our brains, how
they have influenced every culture's folklore and
art, and why the potential for hallucination is
present in us all, a vital part of the human
condition.
An Anthropologist on Mars
A Biographical Memoir of Oliver Sacks
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